OPIN DIR INFO WAVE CITE MEXI 29/64

BY ROSE LITAMIL-9 LITAMIL-7

REF DIR 46618

1. IN SEPT 62, GUILLERMO LEON ANTICH, CUBAN DIP, WRITE MEXI ON ROUTE POST CHILE (7) TOLD CARLOS LECHUGA NEVIA, CUBAN AMB MEXI IN PRESENCE LITAMIL-9 THAT CUBAN FOREIGN OFFICE PLANNED RECALL ALL AMBASSADORS FOR CONSULTATION RE INNOVATIONS FOREIGN OFFICE BASED SUGGESTIONS.

BLOC DIPS HAVA. SINCE THAT TIME, HOWEVER, NO INFO AVAILABLE L-9 INDICATING DIPS BEING RECALLED.

2. TRANSFER CUBAN DIPS MEXI AND BELIEVED REASONS FOR SAME AS FOLLOWS:
   CARLOS LECHUGA NEVIA, LEFT MEXI 26 OCT 62 FOR HAVA TAKE POST U.N. DELEGATION NEW YORK. LECHUGA EXPECTED RETURN MEXI 22 DEC WHERE WILL AGAIN TAKE UP AMBASSADORIAL DUTIES PROBABLY AFTER GOING HAVA REPORT U.N. DEVELOPMENTS. JOSÉ ANTONIO GARCIA LARA LEFT MEXI 23 NOV 62 FOR HAVA. RETURN HAVA STRAIGHTEN OUT COMMERCIAL PROBLEMS, TAKE EXAMS AND POSSIBLY REPORT IN PERSON ON CONTACT KUBARKER MEXI. RETURN UNCERTAIN. RAMÓN CUENCA MONTOTO LEFT MEXI 22 SEPT 62 FOR HAVA.

DEFECTIO PEDRO ROIG ORTEGA AND POOR ADMINISTRATION COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES PROBABLY ACCOUNT FOR TRANSFER. ANA MARIA PLANCO TABRAVE LEFT MEXI 12 DEC FOR OTTAWA. LECHUGA "LOVE" AFFAIR BELIEVED REASON.
BLANCO TRANSFER. Paez flew plane left Mexi 19 Dec for Havana.

They spent over year Mexi and transfer not unusual although possible
new code system introduced Cuban end and this unknown to him.
As previously reported Paez replaced by Pedro Lara Munoz who spent
year Moscow.

3. On 19 Dec 62, Litamil-7 reported that only Ramon Cuenca and Ana
Maria Blanco of above group have been "dropped" officially from Cuban
DIP list Mexi. Official notification Paez expected shortly. Garcia
and Lechuga still on list. CS has scheduled meeting 21 Dec with
Litamil-7 at which time expects more report on newly drawn up Cuban
DIP list for passing foreign office which due first of year.

L-7 opinion this will reveal future status DIPS in question
particularly Garcia Lara.

Mexi from Havana. Litamil-9 believes he Mexi inspect and activities.
Associates with Ramon Sinobas Casado, Manuel Vega and Pedro Lara
almost exclusively. On 19 Dec L-7 reported she introduced to Rodriguez
FNU a mysterious character who living at embassy, station believes
Rodriguez and Ferrer Idens. Ferrer scheduled return Havana on 21 Dec
via Cubana.

End of message

C/3 comment: Action unit determined as though indicator gyroscope used.